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a construction for vofiov by removing the
full stop after apum>), when it becomes
merely a resumption of vo/tov in the first
line. I should further restore Hesiod's fx.lv
in the second line, which has been assimi-
lated to the preceding yap, and put
ir\r]v after deov to begin a new sentence.
J. B. MAYOR.
ME. WALKER ON THE GREEK AORIST.
IN discussing the last two instalments of
Mr. Walker's morphological investigations
it is necessary to keep in mind the ulterior
purpose with which he pursues them. Mr.
Walker expects to get some evidence to re-
habilitate the old doctrine of theGraeco-Italic
Spracheinheit. I have no prejudice against
the doctrine, the case against which has
possibly been sometimes pushed too far, but
the point is so important that it necessarily
claims a front place in what little I have to
say. I am afraid I do not fully understand
Mr. Walker's position on this question. He is
bringing out a feature of ' Graeco-Italian';
and since it is not a survival but a definite
new departure in language, it must if
proved have considerable cogency in deter-
mining the mutual relations of Greek and
Italic. The languages have in common
their (retention of the primitive 1) femi-
nine nouns in -o», much of the forma-
tion of the pluperfect, and, if we accept
Mr. Walker's theory, an aorist indicative
in s made up by the help of the perfect from
an s subjunctive and optative. These
common features, even if we were to add to
them others for which some case might be
made, are meagre enough when compared
with the large resemblances both in phono-
logy and in morphology which have been
unsuccessful in convincing scholars of an
Italo-Keltic unity. All that is allowed is
that the Kelts and Italians were contiguous
in some pre-historic period, so that new
developments in language passed from one
tribe to the other. Probably Mr. Walker
means no more than the view corresponding
to this: the Greeks were once contiguous
to the Italians on the other side, though
presumably with very much less communi-
cation between them and their neighbours
than the ancestors of Brennus and Camillus
enjoyed. In such a view we need not
quarrel with him, though we may perhaps
object to the use of ' Graeco-Italian' in
this connexion. I t would be more justifi-
able to speak of our own language as
'French-English' since the Norman inva-
sion. If Mr. Walker does mean more, a
thorough discussion of the tremendous
difficulties of the doctrine involved would
be needed before such details as the s aorist
could be handled. But I must not dwell
further on this ambiguity, which would not
matter were it not for the certainty that
there are plenty of respectable scholars of
Latin and Greek in this country who have
scarcely an idea that the old doctrine has
ever been questioned. I think moreover
we shall find that a desire to bring the
classical languages into closer morphological
contact is in many cases the determining
cause of Mr. Walker's abandoning views
which at present hold the field, and which
as generally simpler and less artificial than
his own we shall be tempted to prefer until
we see the case against them, as well as the
case for an alternative. On this point I
need do no more than endorse the criticisms
of the Master of Christ's (C.E. ii. 163),
whose observations might well be taken,
mutatis mutandis, to characterize the later
instalments of Mr. Walker's ingenious and
scholarly speculation. A student wishing
to judge any such speculations fairly will
naturally begin by examining the treatment
of the subject in the pages of the great
systematizer of modern comparative philo-
logy. He will find in the second volume of
the Grun&riss how Brugmann marshals the
evidence of all branches of the Indoger-
manic family with a lucidity all his own,
and presents an account which, whether it
convinces us or not, must be described as
clear, consistent and plausible in a very
high degree. Mr. Walker consequently
presents his theory under a great disad-
vantage if he does not attempt to show
weak points in such a system which may
predispose us to look leniently upon the
weak points discoverable in his own.
Before passing from these general criti-
cisms to notice individual points in Mr.
Walker's last two papers, I might mention
one or two recent investigations in verb
morphology which should I think be taken
into account. One is the virtual discovery
of the Sanskrit type djdis, applied by
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Bezzenberger to solve the riddle of y
(see Brugmann Grd. ii. 896), and by Bar-
tholomae to ' eras = dsls,' as well as several
other formations (see his Studien ii. p. 63
sqq.). On the subject of the Greek, Italic
and Keltic ss aorist a very important con-
tribution has been made by Bartholomae
(B.B. xii. 80 sqq.); and the same question
has been acutely attacked by Mr. Giles
(Comb. Philolog. Soc. Tr. 1889, p. 126 sqq.)
on very different lines. I am not endorsing
here any of this literature, but I mention
it as likely to modify in some way the
investigations before us.1
I proceed to take a few points from these
papers in order. One I take from paper
viii. (C.R. v. 451), because Mr. Walker asks
us to lay special stress on it, connecting it
in advance with the papers to follow. His
treatment of the difficult word for ' spring '
contains some points that need further
proof. Thus when it is said that the Attic
tap must have lost a / , not a o-, we
remember that the author has been
laying some stress on the explanation of
riOeacri as = nde-o-avri. Mr. Walker may if
he likes save his tap by annexing Johans-
son's riOt-F-avTi, but of course that involves
more inconvenient results still. I am not
proposing to re-examine lap TJ/JOS ver here,
only staying to remai-k on the Greek that
the explanation ought perhaps to take the
exactly similar utap »ojposinto consideration,
and on the Latin that the Old Norse vdr
is a much more obvious parallel than the
Greek tap, whether or no rjp be brought in.
I think that this word is much too ambig-
uous to illustrate the general propositions
Mr. Walker lays down at the end, though I
should not quarrel with them in them-
selves. The consensus of the Indo-Iranians
and the Slavo-Lithuanians is not enough to
prove a word Indogermanic, simply because
these two languages are proved to have
belonged to the same dialectic division
of the parent speech, as is shown by
their treatment of the palatals and velars.
Nor can any warning be more important
than that which forbids our applying to one
language morphological observations estab-
lished in another—unless, as I should prefer
to put it, these completely satisfy the known
phonetic and other conditions of both. But
Mr. Walker is hardly entitled by his theory
of tap ver to hint that ' the connexion be-
tween ' Greek and Italic ' is of the closest.'
1
 Since this paper was written, Streitberg's very
important article on the ' Dehnstufe' has come out,
materially affecting several of the points discussed
here {Ind. Forsch. iii. 305 sqq.).
The three propositions with which the
present theory of the Greek Aorist is intro-
duced will be best examined under the
details of the proof. I may observe here
that the second, which is far more plausible
than the first—(the third is generally
admitted, if we drop the ' Graeco-Italian ')—
must be extended beyond Greek and Italian
if it is to be allowed. Mr. Walker will
hardly venture to assign the Sanskrit
(and Iranian) s aorist to a different origin,
and in that case the extension to the indica-
tive must belong to the proethnic period
(rather an unsafe region, by the way, for us
to assert or deny morphological processes
alleged to have happened therein). If the
theory is modified in this direction, it may
very well be regarded as a kind of exten-
sion of Mr. Giles's theory to the Indo-
germanic : the * subjunctive and optative
being simply forms of es ' to be ' tacked on
to a verbal root-noun. One difficulty at
least will result, besides the a priori risk of
speculating for a dialect in which we have
no history and no comparative process to
guide us. The most prominent feature of
the Sanskrit s aorist, which is probably
shared by Greek, Italic and Germanic, is the
so called vrddhi of the root in the active
indicative. This is intelligible on the
ordinary theory: I am disposed still to
adhere to my own conjecture 2 {Am. Journ.
Phil. x. 286) that it originated in roots with
initial vowel, where the augment contracted
with the root in its strong and weak forms.
But it constitutes a rather serious difficulty
to Mr. Walker's account.
The identity of the suffixes of aorist and
perfect is obvious in Greek, with one or two
considerable reservations: their assimila-
tion is easily explained by the ordinary
accounts, such as Brugmann's. But the
3rd plural is a more serious difficulty than
Mr. Walker thinks. His hypothetical /nc/xas
depends on the Sanskrit -us -wr. But
unfortunately this is conclusively shown by
Zend to be a combination of two suffixes
existing in Indo-Iranian, -rr and -rs (see
Bartholomae, K.Z. xxix. 58b). Even if the
s were original in Sanskrit, we could not
possibly reconcile the vowels. This upsets
the external authority for /j.e/xa<;, and, as we
have seen, Mr. Walker is unable to support
it without entirely separating fit/xdao-i and
TiOtaxri. This difficulty (to say nothing of
others) must be surmounted before the
Graeco-Italian identity of aorist and perfect
can be maintained. And when we reflect
on the remarkable coincidences undeniably
2
 See, however, Streitberg, I.e. p. 391 sqq.
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existing, without any historical connexion,
between formations in languages totally dis-
tinct, we shall probably feel that a much
more startling identity of Greek and Latin
phenomena would hardly bear the weight
laid on this very doubtful one. Moreover,
did not Germanic likewise merge its aorist
and perfect ? As to Mr. Walker's assertion
that no one has ever conjectured an original
s indicative corresponding to essem and
ferrem, it is not going very far to bring up
abharsit (Vedic) and the Greek e<f>epo-e
(Hesych.) ; while Lithuanian gives us some
forms that presumably started from the
indicative (see Brugmann Grd. ii. 1172).
It seems to me at least possible to take
o-Tfjcra = starem, yrjOtjo-a = gauderem, etc , as
historically accurate equations (barring the
restoration of intervocalic a in Greek by
analogy of the consonant stems), and to
put them both down as Injunctives. The
Injunctive (or unaugmented indicative past
tenses) included two main uses, one quasi-
conjunctive, as commonly in Sanskrit, the
other indicative, where past time was
inferred from the context, as presumably
was the case in the prehistoric stages of
Achaian (Homeric) Greek and of Italic, and
other languages which wholly or partially
dropped the use of the augment in the
indicative. The equation I suggest will
hold also for the 3rd plural: yrjOrjcrav =
gauderent, from Idg. gduedhesent, if we may
for the moment assume the early extension
of s aorists to the derivative verbs.1 In
equating o-Trjo-av and stdrent we have to
allow for the coincident extension of the
strong ablaut of the singular: compare
Skt. (middle) astkisata and to-Tao-av, also
SoVav = ddrent, Skt. adisata, against the
conceivably original sing. tSoxra. The com-
pletion of the tense in Latin by the help of
such analogies as amem, ament, with e
throughout, would be a very natural pro-
cess, and this would anchor the form to the
subjunctive mood, while from the older
injunctive forms dixem, diximus, dixtis,
dixent, two may well have gone to add
another tributary to the newly forming
stream of the aorist-perfect indicative. The
suggestiveness of Mr. Walker's comparisons
must be my excuse for launching out on a
supplementary guess of my own towards
the solution of that perennial problem, the
imperfect subjunctive in Latin. While I
am thus employed, I may as well add one
or two more hints in the same line. What
1
 For the 3rd pi. -ent, levelled to -O»(T) in Greek
by contamination of -a(r) = -nt and -«C(T), see Streit-
berg in Ind. Forsch. i. 82 sqq.
if ferres is really to be compared with the
Skt. abhdrsis, adopting Bartholomae's prin-
ciple that this rather mysterious suffix
appeared originally as ej, in the singular and
» in the plural, with inevitable levelling in
both directions 1 The appropriation of the
whole tense from injunctive to subjunctive
remains as before. And lastly, let us notice
the phenomena of the s aorist in a root like
trd, with an irreducible a, in Latin and
Sanskrit : the extant 1st pi. mid. alrdsmahi
in the latter will allow us to construct the
active corresponding. In the singular,
(a)trdsarn = (in)trdrem; *atrds(s) *alrdst
would be *intrds *intrdst, while the coex-
istent airdsls atrdsit will on my theory be
intrares intrdret. Then in the plural atrdsma
would be *intrdmus, atrdsta is intrastis, and
*atrdsan intrdrent. Here *intras and
*intrdmus naturally do not survive their
likeness to the present, and *intrdst is the
only form which has not been actually used
in one way or another.
I must hasten on to notice a few points
of detail suggesting themselves in Mr.
Walker's last two papers. The account of
the types o-rrjo) and arai-qv as sigmatic (Idg.
stfidso, stlasierti) is plausible enough, and
might very well be accepted without in any
way impugning the originality of ea-rrja-a,
which will be either a ss aorist or a re-
formation on the analogy of the ISeifa type.
Of course the analogy of CTT<U|«V will
explain the retention of i in orai'^ v perfectly,
but one must confess that the optative
sthdiem practically rests on Greek evidence
alone, though the Sanskrit stheydm will give
us some trouble if we discard the help
from this quarter. The hypothetical unthe-
matic aorist—which simply means a past
tense of the ' root-class ' or el/u-conjugation
•—raises a number of very knotty questions.
Are there in consonant stems the traces we
should expect of the weakened root in a
formation said to survive only in the middle 1
What is the relation of S^arat to ihiyix-qv,
and of aXerai to SXTO ? In this last question
I should agree with Mr. Walker that SXTO
is not a sigmatic aorist (cf. Brugmann Grd.
ii. 1283), but the equally unsigmatic sub-
junctive will not suit him so well. The
wide extension of the ss aorist is a point on
which I have always felt that Bartholomae
made a strong case. Mr. Walker's exten-
sion of it to the ta-rrjo-a type is an alluring
suggestion, to which I know no objection
except its cutting off starem.
I pass on to paper x., many points in
which may fairly be allowed as probable
without accepting the thesis upon which
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they are based. That the past tenses of
oTSo, e?/it and ti/xi reacted upon one another
is very likely indeed, but that does not
depend on the doctrine of an unreduplicated
perfect, as set forth in Mr. Walker's earlier
papers. The introduction of the parallel
root vei to help out ei is an excellent pro-
posal : we may compare the way in which
three roots (se, iek and vei) make up the
conjugation of Iqfu. I should be inclined
also to accept the main points in the sug-
gested genesis of rjcurOa and rjSturOa, with
some reservations noted below. But I am
afraid I remain entirely unconvinced as to
the main thesis which these forms are
supposed to confirm. As far as I can see,
it relies simply on two undeniable facts, (1)
that in Greek the s-aorist and the perfect
active had the same person-endings, except
in the 3rd plural, and (2) that in Latin the
perfect and aorists coalesced (as they
coalesced in Germanic). But both facts are
easily understood on very much simpler
assumptions, and apart from this resem-
blance no two sets of forms could be much
less alike than the Greek and the Latin :
what resemblances in detail they have are
shown at once by other languages to be
inherited. Some observations remain to be
made on points of the proof. I do not
understand how monerim is connected with
a perfect stem : surely it is a ' first aorist
optative' like faxim, capsim, amarim, etc. ?
That felSm should be the true Homeric
subjunctive of /otSa is natural enough, as
it is the normal form of the perfect sub-
junctive. /eiSeoxo on the ordinary view is
the -es- aorist subjunctive of the root veid,
and was only attached to the perfect because
it happened to be unreduplicated and in
need of a past tense such as ^/«Se(o-)a
would supply. The usefulness of Sc'Sia as
an analogy force I should question : it is
itself a comparatively late and decidedly
restricted product of analogy. A Homeric
' rj8ri<r0a' might stand I imagine for J-eCSetrSa
(unaugmented), by the familiar misinter-
pretation of an early E. Of course the -6a
suffix is not ' retained' here, as it only came
in from the perfect owing to the close
association just mentioned. But I think
the association may well have begun at a
time even prior to the loss of intervocalic
(r, so that the similarity of fdiSa and /etSora
could be continued by the development of
FeiStaOa /«8e<r£ to supply the place of the
doomed *f«oWs */ei8eo-r. The Latin vtdisti
represents apparently a very similar inde-
pendent process at work on the -is- aorist—
(if we are really compelled to adopt this
rather unwelcome formation to explain an
otherwise unsolved phonetic peculiarity).
The augmenting of this aorist with 17- has
surely no necessary connexion with the
digamma initial? 'H/3ov\6fjLr]v, ^8«ra/xip,
etc., show that this substitute for the aug-
ment—best taken perhaps as a preposition
identical with Latin e—was free to join any
verb. Its frequency with digammated roots
may well mean nothing more than the
recognized change of if- to tv- in the primi-
tive Achaian dialect, joined presumably
with one or two genuine cases of r/-
accounting for kwpwv and its congeners.
Mr. Walker will hardly expect to pass
without protest the 'conditions under
which 1 becomes in its strong form « or Z
respectively.' Adherents of the newer
philology have learnt to regard I and 1 as
standing on a different platform from a,
though few would care to regard the posi-
tion of I as finally settled. But the lax use
of ' become ' here is very unfortunate, how-
ever little intended, as there are far too
many still who would innocently speak of
an I ' strengthened' to ti, as though our
science were bound for ever to the phraseo-
logy of the old Indian grammarians. To
restore a ' lost imperfect of tt/ju' as Iv is 1
ignores the fact that we have in Sanskrit
dyam, dis, ait, perfectly normal forms which
would be very hard to explain if the type
. dbhus, dbhut, c<£vs, l<j>v (as yet not fully
accounted for)1 bad to be followed. The
hyam is exactly represented by *^a, which
borrowed an 1 subscript from the plural.
Then we can interpret rjia as a contamina-
tion of -§a and *rjea, without questioning
the tradition: the regular (unaugmented)
3rd pi. 1st aor. to-av would help the process.
On my supposition irem ( = ejsjn) is the 1st
sg. injunctive aorist, of which la-av is 3rd
pi., irent having the long vowel of the
singular. One or two small points and I
have done. The ' unvoiced cr in rjarav from
oTSa ' and the ' voiced o- in rjaav from jja '
can hardly be accepted without a proof.
As to ndiaxri, etc., the development of a
new 3rd pi. primary suffix -tain out of the
aorist -av, by the proportion -v to -vri
familiar in all verbs, is the simplest explana-
tion : the new suffix -avn was added to the
base TI0£- just as the new past suffix -aav
was added in the imperfect. The plural of
the reduplicated -/« verbs is of course a
1
 bhu is the proper reduction of the dissyllabic
root bhey,e; and there is no real difficulty in sup-
posing that Sanskrit and Greek independently levelled
the singular to the plural. Note that the type is
not found in Iranian.
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problem in any case : we can hardly doubt
that the original forms *Ti0-/xev *TL6-O.TI
have been reacted on in a pre-historic period
of Greek by the forms of the unreduplicated
conjugation, Idg. dh&mes dhenti, *6ifnK
*6evri (cf. the 2nd aorist). In that case the
Doric rfflevn is clearly more original, but
the Ionic accent may very well represent
the consciousness of another form after the
type of TiOiacn, Boeofc. 8iS6av6i: the evident
antiquity of this type is certainly a point
in favour of Johansson, as referred to
above. In the verb e.smi there were two
forms in the plural, esnti and senti, *ean
and *ivn, and the ultimate forms of these
(lavri, ivri) probably did more than anything
else to fix the alternatives in TLOTJIXL.
Here I must close my remarks, in which
I have ventured perhaps rather farther
than is wise from the safe paths of merely
negative criticism. The novelty of Mr.
Walker's ideas and the long-felt fascination
of this field of verb morphology must be
my excuse. Two impressions remain in my
mind as I account to myself for a general
lack of conviction produced by these very
original researches. On the one side is the
absence of the necessary destructive
criticism, which might clear away the
structures occupying at present the ground
Mr. Walker wishes to annex. On the other
is the feeling that Mr. Walker is before all
things a classical scholar, with the inevit-
able prejudice in favour of Greek and Latin
as better able to tell us the secrets of primi-
tive language than any other dialects can
be. A heavier sprinkling of words from
Zend and Sanskrit, Gothic, Old Irish,
Lithuanian, and sources less classical still,
would doubtless send off the pure scholar
or the archaeologist with a shrug to more
congenial pages in the Review, but it would
produce more effect upon students of a
subject more and more imperatively demand-
ing the thorough traversing of the whole
field.
JAMES HOPE MOULTON.
Cambridge, March 16th.
ON ST. JOHN'S METHOD OF EECKONING THE HOURS OF THE DAY.
ALL admit that, with the exception of
the Fourth Gospel, the New Testament
(Mt. xx. 3, 5, 6, 9, xxvii. 45, 46 ; Mk. xv.
25, 33, 34; Lk. xxiii. 44 ; Acts ii. 15, iy.
1, x. 3, 9, 30, xxiii. 33) reckons ' the hour '
from sunrise (or sunset in Acts xxiii. 33
where ' of the night' is added). But it is
contended that St. John may have adopted
a different reckoning, namely from mid-
night (or mid-day).
Westcott {Gospel of St. John, p. 282)
mentions ' two passages ' which ' furnish a
sufficient presumption' that the reckoning
from midnight was general in the Roman
province of Asia and was adopted by John.
One of these refers to the death of Polycarp,
another to that of Pionius who ' is said to
have been martyred (at Smyrna also) at the
tenth hour.' * The latter, if Pionius died
in A.D. 250, is not cogent concerning the
usage of 100 A.D. AS to the former, West-
cott says,'This'—the eighth hour—'from
the circumstances, must have been 8 A.M.'
But Lightfoot (Apost. Fathers P. II. Vol. i.
p. 612) says ' The hour of the day we have
no means of testing. " The eighth hour "
might mean either 8 A.M. or 2 P.M. ' ; and,
The reference to the authority, in the case of
Pionius, is not given.
though he pronounces the former the more
probable, he adds, ' Either is consistent with
the narrative.'
But, upon close examination, the evidence
as to Polycarp will be found in favour of
2 P.M. and incompatible with 8 A.M. For it
would appear that Polycarp was not brought
into the stadium till (Epist. Smyrn. 9) the
' sports' had begun. When he was led into
the stadium, the excitement was at its
height (8), ' such a tumult that no man's
voice could be so much as heard.' The
words (ib. 9), 'at length, when he was
brought up (Xonrbv irpoo-axOevros avToB) '—
perhaps ' at length' is rather strong for
A.oi7rov, but I am quoting Lightfoot's trans-
lation—imply that the martyr had to wait
his turn till the ' sports' were concluded;
and this is further implied by (ib. 11) the
proconsul's threat, ' I have wild beasts at
hand here and I will throw thee to them,'
taken with what follows. The people shout
for a lion to be let loose on Polycarp, upon
which the Asiarch replied that (12) ' I t was
not lawful for him, since he had brought the
sports to a close (irorA^ptoKei TO. Kxnnjyitrixi).'
Now it is most unlikely that ' the sports'
could have been ' brought to a close' in time
enough to allow Polycarp to be examined by
